Legion Lost

One Underground girl escapes from a
soldiers raid. Lost and above ground for the
very first time, she has only one option to
secure her survival: the Legiona
government organization for teenagers with
no place left to run. Leave your identity at
the gate, and join a life of military service
until you reach adulthood. It sounds ideal,
but the Underground girl knows that the
System wont stop looking for its female
runaway. So, she tells a lie about her
gender.And it will change her forever.
Posing as Raja, a boy-soldier, the
Underground girl is thrown into Legion life
at its full, brutal speed. Here, she meets
Senior Commander Briggs, whose savage
authority reigns over the teenage soldiers.
Amongst them are a band of oddballs
known as the South Tower Rejects, led by
Stirling, a tall, savvy stranger with bright
copper hair and eyes that shine like oceans.
Theres something hiding behind his cocky
smile, and Raja wants to know what it is.

Issues Legion Lost (Volume 2)#1, Legion Lost (Volume 2)#2, Legion Lost (Volume 2)#3, Legion Lost (Volume 2)#4,
Legion Lost (Volume 2)#5, Legion LostIn this title collecting issues #0 and 8-16, Rose Wilson and The Ravagers set
their sights on the Legionnaires in the event known as The Culling! Plus, theRun From Tomorrow is a Legion of
Super-Heroes storyline written by Fabian Nicieza and Tom DeFalco with illustrations by Pete Woods and Matt
Camp.Legion Lost, Vol. 1 has 357 ratings and 41 reviews. Jeff said: More super powered kids with forgettable names
and derivative abilities from of all placesSeven heroes from the 31st century have traveled back to the present day. Their
mission: Save their future from annihilation. But when the future tech theyLegion Lost last edited by pikahyper on
06/06/18 05:42AM View full history. Twelve issue series. Starring: The Legion of the Lost. Continued in: Legion
Worlds,THE CULLING continues from this months SUPERBOY #9! Even the combined powers of LEGION LOST
and the TEEN TITANS wont be enough to stopFabian Nicieza is a veteran comics writer whose work includes cowriting
TRINITY, DC Comics weekly comic, as well as several Batman-related projects, and,Ravaged!: Tyroc and Timber
Wolf are having a fight in their hotel suite because Timberwolf stole money from drug dealers, which could draw
attention to theLegion Lost last edited by Cloudguy on 06/08/18 02:36AM View full history. A New 52 volume
featuring a group of Legion of Super-Heroes members stranded inLegion Lost (Volume 2) was one of The New 52
ongoing series published after Flashpoint. It was canceled with issue 16. Even the combined powers of LEGION LOST
and the TEEN TITANS wont be enough to stop DARK HARVEST and his minions from committing
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